
Ice Cream is the Best Dessert 
 

In my opinion, ice cream is the best dessert. One reason ice cream is the best dessert 
is because there are many different flavors to choose from. The second reason ice cream is 
the best is because of the variety of toppings to try. One last reason ice cream is the best 
dessert is because it’s refreshing on a hot summer day. As you will see, ice cream is a super 
delicious dessert you have to try.  
 

Ice cream is the best dessert because there are many different flavors to choose from. 
Chocolate is a popular flavor because of its rich taste, it’s sweet, and there are multiple kinds 
of chocolate to choose. Rocky road is a chunky ice cream filled with chocolate chunks and 
nuts, each bite is a crunchy delight in your mouth. Lastly, my favorite flavor is cookie dough 
because it's like eating vanilla ice cream mixed with your mom’s homemade cookie batter. 
These are just a few of the flavors that make ice cream the best dessert. 
 

The second reason ice cream is the best dessert is because of the variety of toppings 
to try. One of the toppings is cherry. Cherries are sweet and plump, they are juicy too. There's 
gummies that are thick and sugary and come in all different sizes. One last topping is a very 
popular one which is sprinkles, they are colorful and delicious little treats and you can choose 
between different types like chocolate and rainbow. These are a few of the toppings that you 
can pick but you can put all of them on to make the finest experience when eating the best 
dessert, ice cream.  
 

The last reason Ice cream is the best dessert is because it is refreshing on a hot 
summer day. You can eat ice cream anywhere but some good places to eat it is the pool, you 
can lick your ice cream while dipping your toes in a cooling pool while the heat of summer 
leaves your body. Another place is at the park, there's plenty of ice cream trucks over there 
where you can purchase a creamy cone and sit on a park bench to enjoy it. A very good place 
as well is the beach.  You can set your towel on the seaside and watch the waves and eat 
your delicious ice cream. These are just a few places where you can plop down and enjoy a 
cone of ice cream.  

 
As you can see, ice cream is a must have dessert. All the different flavors make ice 

cream enjoyable for your taste. You can make many different delicious combinations with 
your ice cream using the unlimited amount of toppings. Don’t forget you can enjoy ice cream 
anywhere, especially when it is a warm summer day. Now that your mouth is watering, I hope 
you choose this cold, creamy, and sweet dessert.  

 
  



 
  


